Bacteria concentration using a membrane type insulator-based dielectrophoresis in a plastic chip.
We report an insulator-based (or, electrodeless) dielectrophoresis utilizing microfabricated plastic membranes. The membranes with honeycomb-type pores have been fabricated by patterning the SU-8 layer on a substrate which was pretreated with self-assembled monolayer of octadecyltrichlorosilane for the easy release. The fabricated membrane was positioned between two electrodes and alternating current field was applied for the particle trap experiments. The particle could be trapped due to the dielectrophoresis force generated by the non-uniformities of the electric fields applied through the membranes with pores. Simulations using CFD-ACE+(CFD Research, Huntsville, Alabama) suggested that the dielectrophoresis force is stronger in the edge of the pores where the field gradient is highest. The bacteria could be captured on the near edge of the pores when the electric field was turned on and the trapped bacteria could be released when the field was turned off with the release efficiency of more than 93+/-7%. The maximal trapping efficiency of 66+/-7% was obtained under the electric fields (E=128 V/mm and f=300 kHz) when the dilute bacteria solution (Escherichia coli: 9.3 x 10(3) cell/mL, 0.5 mS/m) flowed with a flow rate of 100 microL/min.